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hink that you know the coasts of
Andalucía? Think again. Believe it or
not, each costa has its own unique
features and fascinating characteristics.
Costa de la Luz
You start at the Costa de la Luz on the
western part of the Andalucian coast. This is
where the Atlantic meets Europe and clear
water and white sandy beaches backed by
sand dunes and pine trees make it one of the
most beautiful places in Andalucía. Huelva
and Cádiz are bisected by the Coto Doñana
national park, home of the Iberian Lynx, and
even the most craven concrete developer
can’t build on the land.
Cádiz is a direct link back to Spain’s Golden
Age, and Carnival in Cádiz is a riotous
celebration. It doubled for Havana in Die
Another Day, so if the sea off Cádiz is good
enough for a bikinied Halle Berry to emerge
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from, it’s good enough for the rest of us.
Close to Cádiz is Puerto de Santa María
famous for its shellfish and Chiclana with its
long white stretches of sand.
Continue further and you’ll reach Tarifa,
whose strong winds make it a haven for
kitesurfers. Sit on the walls of the old castle
– where Guzman El Bueno famously threw his
own knife to the Moorish besiegers holding
his son captive with the words, “Better honour
without a son, than a son with dishonour”
(the son’s reply, unfortunately, was not
captured for posterity).
You can look across to the car lights
twinkling in Africa, just 13 kilometres away.
Tarifa is famous for its hip, laid back lifestyle
with Trustafarian style boutique hotels, cafés
and boho chic shops. Skirt Algeciras – trust
me, you’ll be glad that you did – duck past
the Rock of Gibraltar and you’re on the Costa
del Sol.

Costa del Sol
To say that tourism has changed the Costa
del Sol is like saying that oil changed the Gulf
States, but instead of hitting oil, the Costa del
Sol hit tourism. Sleepy fishing villages such as
Torremolinos and Fuengirola were submerged
under a concrete wave of new apartments
and hotels from the late 60s on, some for
better, some for worse. This is the home of
the all day English breakfast, widescreen
sports bar and Sunday Roast (even when the
temperature is 40 degrees or more).
Marbella established a more jet set
reputation, which in the 70s attracted Sean
Connery, James Hunt, Grace Kelly and Rod
Stewart to town, where the beautiful people
did beautiful things to each other in the
playboys’ paradise of Puerto Banús and the
Marbella Club Hotel.
Recently Marbella has tried to capture a little
of that retro style with the opening of chic

introduction andalucía

There’s more to Spain’s southern coasts than just sun and sand. From
hidden coves to towering dunes, the strip of land that runs from Huelva
in the west to Almería in the east is as varied as Andalucía itself.

beach clubs such as Nikki Beach, although
you’re more likely to meet a Premiership
footballer than a French playboy.
Málaga is one of Andalucía’s most important
cities and it boasts a Moorish heritage and
fine art galleries. Pablo Picasso was born
here and was Málaga’s most famous son until
Antonio Banderas became Zorro. However,
Málaga is better known as the entry point
for millions of tourists each year who come
to enjoy the Sunshine Coast. Few tourists
will take in the culture that Málaga has to
offer, instead, charging like lemmings to the
beaches of Torremolinos, Fuengirola and
Marbella.
Costa Tropical
Head east out of Málaga and as you drive
along the Costa Tropical you’ll find yourself
looking down on a variety of small bays and
coves. Although less well known than its

more popular neighbour, the Costa del Sol,
the Costa Tropical still retains its Spanish
character and has some spectacular cliffs.
Almuñécar has many attractive beaches
(and a great Jazz Festival) while nearby is
La Herradura, a popular watersports resort
set in a secluded bay. With Granada and the
majestic Sierra Nevada mountains only an
hour or so’s drive away, the Costa Tropical
enables you to enjoy the best of both worlds,
skiing in the morning, then spending the
afternoon on the beach. It’s a hard life.
Costa de Almería
If green plastic is your thing, then you’ll
love the stretch of shore between Granada
province and Almería, home to intensive
agriculture, typified by row upon row of
greenhouses growing fruit, vegetables and
flowers.
East of Almería, however, the scenery

changes as you get closer to the Cabo de
Gata. The park has a long, rugged coastline
with secluded bays and remote beaches,
some linked only by a footpath. Much of
the park is comprised of volcanic, rocky
mountains that plunge directly to the shore,
creating one of Andalucia’s most dramatic
coastlines. The best known resort on the
Costa de Almería is the whitewashed town of
Mojácar, which managed to repel the Moorish
hordes but finally fell under the determined
assault of both foreign residents and the
bucket and spade brigade.
To the east, the area of Puerto Vera and its
nudist beaches is now seeing an upsurge in
interest from developers and investors who
have learnt the lessons of the Costa del Sol.
Projects tend to be both high quality and
environmentally friendly and this area marks
the furthest limits of the Andalucian coast’s
eastern borders.
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of the Costas

The millions of tourists who visit the Costa del Sol and thousands
of property owners can’t be wrong
Text Joanna Styles Photography Michelle Chaplow & Kevin Horn

lose on its heels might
be the Costa Blanca with
a slightly warmer winter
and cheaper property or the
Canaries with year-round sunshine,
but when it comes to lifestyle
– leisure options, amenities,
services and scenery – the Costa
del Sol is in a league of its own.
Recent development has brought
striking changes, but somehow
the Costa del Sol manages to
retain its unique identity. This is
a destination that’s reassuringly
familiar but refreshingly different.
Two constants
Some things never change, of
course, and two of the Costa del
Sol’s main attractions – weather
and landscape – still live up to
expectations. The sun shines
for more than 325 days a year
and T-shirts are worn even in
December and January. It does
pour occasionally, but never for
long, and there’s even sometimes
a sprinkling of snow on the
surrounding peaks. But few other
places in Europe can match this
year-round feel-good weather.
It’s true that much of the coast
along its 100 mile stretch from
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Sotogrande to Nerja is built-up
and some resorts now spill into
each other. But the long sandy
beaches in the west and the
pebbled coves in the east are still
there. The stunning mountain
ranges continue to provide the
backdrop for the entire coast
from start to finish and beautiful
countryside still awaits the visitor
just a short drive away inland. Back
on the coast, life beats in time
with progress – not for nothing
is the Costa del Sol known as the
California of Europe – but behind
the mountains are small white
villages where tradition still keeps
the 21st century firmly at bay.
A fresh look
Most resorts have undergone
a welcome facelift over the last
few years – town centres are
pedestrian-friendly, trees and
palms line their streets, car parking
is plentiful and façades boast
new paint. Almost everywhere
breathes a fresh new look, but the
most striking changes are taking
place in Málaga. For years, the
capital of the Costa del Sol played
the ugly sister, ignored by most
tourists who were drawn instead

to the attractions of other parts of
the coast. But no longer. The city,
Spain’s sixth largest, boasts a newly
restored old quarter based around
the Picasso Museum – here the
visitor can admire a showcase
selection of the city’s most famous
son’s work – and the Alcazaba
Fortress, once home to the alAndalus rulers. A stroll around the
old quarter reveals endless small
treasure-trove shops and plenty of
bars and restaurants. Start with a
copita of local sweet Málaga wine
and olives in a traditional bodega
where oak barrels line the walls,
and follow it with the very latest in
gourmet fusion in one of the many
modern restaurants.
Culture Capital
Málaga is a firm candidate for
European Capital of Culture in
2016, but you don’t have to wait
that long: the city already offers
an impressive cultural calendar.
For art enthusiasts, as well as the
Picasso Museum, Málaga offers
the internationally-acclaimed
Contemporary Art Centre on
the other side of the river with
the latest in modern art. The
Thyssen Museum and City Arts

Museum, providing between them
numerous examples of Andalucian
and Spanish art, are set to open
before 2010.
Theatre goers can enjoy plays,
recitals, concerts – Málaga
has a philharmonic orchestra
– and opera at the Cervantes
Theatre and shortly at the future
auditorium. The annual cinema
festival is a must for film buffs
– expect to bump into Antonio
Banderas – and the jazz festival in
November is one of the oldest in
Spain. The avant-garde Congress
Palace with its undulating
aluminium and titanium façade
offers the best in exhibitions and
conferences, including the annual
‘Fair of the Villages of Málaga’
where, in the huge contemporary
exhibition halls, you can discover
the traditional ways of life that still
thrive just a few miles inland.
Moving with the times
It’s hard to believe that not so
long ago, donkeys were the main
means of transport in many parts
of the Costa del Sol. Nowadays,
you can still take a donkey taxi
in Mijas or a horse and carriage
ride around many resorts, but
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fact file
population:
around 1.5 million
largest cities:
Málaga & Marbella

ANDALUCÍA

most-visited resort:
Torremolinos
blue-flag beaches: 8
golf courses: 48

the Costa del Sol is now at the
forefront of improvements in
infrastructure. Modern roads run
east-west and a further Málaga
ring road is under way; the
Pablo Picasso airport is currently
undergoing a massive upgrading
– a new terminal with integrated
bus and train stations and second
runway; the construction of a
two-line metro is well advanced in
Málaga; high-speed AVE trains are
due to arrive later this year when
Madrid will be just over two and
half hours away and construction
starts soon on the extension of the

MÁLAGA NERJA
MARBELLA
GIBRALTAR

coastal railway from Estepona to
Nerja, allowing fast travel on public
transport from one end of the
coast to the other.
New technology is also making
its mark. The Andalucian
Technological Park, situated just
north of Málaga, is a benchmark
in European R&D; many new
homes now incorporate the
latest in high-tech fittings such as
domotics and solar power and a
new high-tech brand of resident
is well-established; the ‘internet
commuter’ who lives on the Costa
del Sol, but thanks to modern fibre

optics works in another country.
More than a way of life
Along with the climate, it’s the
lifestyle that attracts most visitors
to the Costa del Sol. This is still
very much a beach destination
and spending a day on the
sand is a firm favourite with
everyone, from the bucket and
spade brigade to Europe’s most
dedicated tan-seekers.
Take your pick from traditional
chiringuitos – with their straw
sunshades and local fish for lunch
– to glamourous beach clubs

with the ultimate in pampered
sunworshipping. Relax on
sumptuous sunbeds as you sip
your cocktail.
Let the Costa del Sol entertain you
with traditional fiestas – those held
by the Andalucians are world class
and every location, however small,
throws several a year – or the latest
in clubbing, new film releases in
English, theme parks and zoos.
From hiking in the hills, pampering
yourself in a luxury spa resort to
ice-skating or just messing around
on a yacht, the Costa del Sol really
does have it all. See you there.
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Where the
future shines
brightest

Can the Costa del Sol adapt to the demands of a fast moving industry?
ince the first package tourists arrived
on the Costa del Sol several decades
ago, the face of tourism has changed
completely. In an ever-shrinking world where
low-cost flights can take you anywhere and
new resorts pop up almost daily, there’s cutthroat competition to offer more and better.
Years ago, a week on the Med was a luxury only
affordable for the chosen few, but nowadays
overseas travel is a mass phenomenon and
almost a necessity. Not for nothing do experts
predict that by 2050 the number of tourists will
have doubled.
In the face of intense rivalry for a share of the
world tourist market, how is the Costa del Sol,
one of the Europe’s oldest holiday destinations,
faring? Judging by statistics, things are looking
good. Visitor figures for 2006 were the best
since 2001 and 2007 looks set to better them
– numbers for January and February were the
highest for these months ever. And it isn’t just
tourists: more foreigners than ever are choosing
the Costa del Sol as their permanent home
and thousands more are expected to join
them. Juan Fraile, president of the Costa del
Sol Tourist Board, explains why. “Many of the
new destinations are attractive, but don’t offer
the level of services the tourist expects when
travelling. If you see that local security, personal
safety, hospital services and basic infrastructure
aren’t up to standard, you don’t go back.” This
is where the Costa del Sol has the edge on
many other holiday spots. “Here you know you’ll
find good hospitals, a safe environment and
guaranteed services,” says Fraile.
Another explanation for the high visitor
numbers is the locals themselves. “They’re
probably the most cosmopolitan and
hospitable people in Spain. No matter where
you come from, you never feel like a foreigner

and that’s a huge advantage in today’s world.”
But, in spite of encouraging figures, the Costa
del Sol Tourist Board can’t afford to rest on
its laurels. Although visitors are generally
satisfied, they do have their complaints: overdevelopment and traffic problems are the main
negative points. The Tourist Board is very aware
that the huge growth in the area over the last
few years has led to certain problems that need
solving if the Costa del Sol is to maintain its
position as a prime tourist destination. While
Fraile recognises that the authorities could have
acted earlier, he emphasises that “it’s never too
late to put something right. ” Together with the
regional government whose Qualifica Plan aims
to produce a sustainable model of tourism for
the Costa del Sol, the Tourist Board has made
finding solutions for these problems one of its
top priorities.
Fraile calculates that this ‘transition period’
allowing time for a complete makeover of the
infrastructure in the area will take until 2010
by which time the visitor can “expect to see a
completely different Costa del Sol.” Efficient
public transport is high on the agenda as the
authorities recognise that building yet more
roads isn’t the answer. Improving the water
infrastructure to ensure a year-round supply
regardless of rainfall is another main concern.
But the principal objective is quality sustainable
tourism at all levels. “We’re already a benchmark
for tourism, but with a little more organisation
we can improve on this.”
And Fraile is undoubtedly right – after all,
three years are nothing in the lifespan of the
Costa del Sol – and he points out the huge
transformation that has taken place over the
last 30 years. “The future is very bright and the
next few years promise to be the best ever.”
Watch this space.

Juan Fraile Cantón, President of the
Costa del Sol Tourist Board

The locals are probably
the most cosmopolitan
and hospitable people in
Spain. No matter where
you come from, you never
feel like a foreigner and
that’s a huge advantage in
today’s world
7
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Totally Torremolinos
The best known resort on the Costa del Sol continues to attract record numbers
Text Joanna Styles Photography Michelle Chaplow & Kevin Horn

he black and white footage of tourists
descending, blinking into the sun
and then a week later boarding their
plane complete with straw donkeys and tans is
a legendary part of the 60s. But these package
tourists were by no means the first to discover
the Costa del Sol’s oldest resort.
Perhaps Torremolinos’ first ‘tourists’ were the
Catholic Monarchs who camped here while
their army lay siege to Málaga. Queen Isabella
reportedly bathed often in the springs, whose
clear water continues to provide the resort
with an ample supply and ensures abundant
vegetation. Historians fail to mention if Isabella
and Ferdinand enjoyed the beaches, but five
centuries later the same long stretches of sand
claim to be the best on the Costa del Sol.
In the early 1900’s, European doctors
discovered the area’s unique micro-climate
and recommended Torremolinos as an ideal
recovery spot for convalescent tuberculosis
patients. The Maritime Sanatorium was built
and, at about the same time, Sir George
Langworthy, known by locals as ‘El Inglés’,
opened his renovated castle as the first
boarding house for foreigners. Torremolinos
as a tourist destination was born and quickly
became a popular base for artists and sculptors
– the Costa del Sol’s first residential tourists.
Later, package tours put the resort firmly on
the world map and, along with Benidorm,
Torremolinos now boasts the highest yearround tourist figures in Spain.
Figures are certainly impressive – in 2006 over
1.1 million guests stayed in the town’s hotels
and Torremolinos received over 3 million
residential tourists. The resort offers 29,000
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hotel beds, mostly in four-star and recently
renovated establishments, and these have
one of the highest year-round occupancy
rates in Spain. For those who plan to make
Torremolinos a permanent base, a huge choice
of property awaits them. So, what is the resort’s
secret?
Pedro Fernández, the town’s current mayor, has
a ready answer: “a quality destination for both
the hotel guest and the long-term visitor. This is
a resort people return to year after year because
they know a quality stay is guaranteed.”
The resort’s long and wide, blue-flag sands
(lit-up at night for serious beachgoers) are
obviously the star attraction, but according to
Fernández, visitors want more than just sun and
sand. “It’s important to offer alternative leisure
activities: sport, culture, fiestas and educational
activities.” And Torremolinos has worked hard
to do just that. Visitors can enjoy the Villa
Deportiva, a vast sporting complex, whose
Olympic-sized pool, athletics track, stadiums
and indoor facilities provide training facilities
for residents and many visiting foreign teams.
Less strenuous options include strolling along
the seemingly endless promenade – almost to
Málaga if you’re really keen – and around the
completely pedestrianised town centre. And
visiting the recently-opened botanical gardens
at the source of the springs – the plants here
have joined the town’s 50,000 plus trees.
The Príncipe de Asturias auditorium has a
year-round programme of operas, theatre and
concerts. You can shop till you drop in the
town centre whose many stores are soon to
be joined by “one of the best shopping centres
in Spain”, near the Congress Palace. And then

Top left: Long and wide, blue-flag sandy
beach Top right: Pedro Fernández
Montes, Mayor of Torremolinos
Above: Torremolinos – fishing tradition

This is a resort that
people return to year
after year – and it’s not
just the beach they come
for: there are plenty of
sporting and cultural
activities on offer
there’s the pescaíto, the Costa del Sol’s most
famous dish, and nowhere fries these small fish
as well as they do in Torremolinos.
Torremolinos is a leading light on the Costa del
Sol and visitors are sure of a warm welcome.
After all, this must be one of the few resorts in
the world to celebrate an annual ‘Day of the
Tourist’. On the first Thursday in September
Torremolinos throws a party in true Spanish
style in honour of all its visitors. Why not throw
caution to the wind and join them?

still a hotspot?
The Costa del Sol has been a magnet for homebuyers and investors for
many years, but like property hotspots the world over, the market has
endured its ups and downs

fact file
Price rise in 2006:
9.9 per cent
Average price per m2 in 2006:
€2,112
Most expensive location:
Sotogrande
Apartments from:
€140,000 to €1.5m
Villas from:
€350,000 to €12m
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Text Joanna Styles Photography Courtesy of Kristina Szekely Sotheby’s International Realty

pain tops the list of countries in which
to buy a home abroad – the Barclays
Bank/IESE 2006 study found that nearly
two-thirds of the British investing in a second
home abroad did so in Spain – and it’s also a
favourite relocation spot – a Financial Times
survey in February 2007 discovered that Spain is
the most popular destination for those thinking
of working abroad. Within Spain, the Costa del
Sol is a firm favourite and residential tourism is
now one of the largest engines powering the
area’s economy.
A little history
The early 90s saw homes on the coast at
rock-bottom prices with little enthusiasm from
buyers, uninterested in the area or scared away
by the recession. At the time the Costa del Sol
had poor infrastructure, decaying town centres,
few leisure options and highly seasonal tourism
– outside Easter, July and August, many areas all
but closed down.
By 1995, the tide started to turn coinciding
with new infrastructure such as the airport
terminal and the completion of the Marbella
ring road, and a new political situation in many
municipalities along the coast. The length and
breadth of the Costa del Sol, from Sotogrande
to Nerja, was rediscovered by holidaymakers,
residential tourists and foreign retirees, all keen
to get their feet firmly on the property ladder.
Helping them do so were developers from all
over Spain and Europe, drawn to the Costa del
Sol’s huge investment potential.
Development of land increased massively
and cranes sprang up all over the coast – the
‘Coast of Cranes’ was an unavoidable nametag.
Inevitably, property prices soared and the eight
years from 1997 to 2004 saw double-figure
increases with savvy investors reaping huge
profits on sales. Back-to-back purchases on offplan properties were particularly popular and
many buyers doubled their investments during
this period.
Encouraged by the renewed interest, businesses
offering all types of services opened in many
areas, shopping centres, golf courses, Englishlanguage cinemas, restaurants and servicerelated activities and the Costa del Sol is now
one of the few places on the Mediterranean
that can describe itself as a year-round resort.
The area now has hospitals, international

schools and numerous service-related activities
catering specifically for expat needs.
2004 and beyond
But, what goes up must come down and since
2004 price increases on the Costa del Sol have
been more modest – just under 10 per cent in
2006 and predictions for 2007 are between 5
and 10 per cent.
For buyers used to a market where investments
double in a few years, the current situation
seems stagnant. Rumours of the bubble
bursting and property recession are in the air.
Estate agents report that resale properties are
now taking far longer to sell and developers
have noticed a definite slowing up in the
number of off-plan purchases. And for the first
time in several years, developments are being
finished without having been completely sold.
Many back-to-back buyers hoping to sell their
off-plan property before signing the final title
deeds have been caught out and have found
themselves having to complete on purchases
they couldn’t afford.
But, consult a local expert, especially one who
has been in the property industry since the
early 90s, and most are quick to stress that
single-figure price rises are normal and signs
of a healthy property market with mature
prices. Many predict that the next market cycle
will consist of several years showing between
5 and 10 per cent returns. And it’s worth
remembering that, as a secure annual return,
this provides a good medium to long-term
investment. Almost everyone firmly believes
that prices generally will not go down – the
odd desperate sale by a would-be back-toback buyer who can’t pay the mortgage or
a property owner in need of ready cash are
possible exceptions – but it’s still worth placing
your money in bricks and mortar on the
Costa del Sol. There’s also excellent buy-to-let
potential with new relocators who all need
somewhere to live.
A buyer’s market
While the Costa del Sol is no longer the place
for a quick profit – property investors out
for short-term gains have now turned their
attentions elsewhere – for the investor with
medium to long-term plans the Costa del Sol is
your oyster. Se vende signs are everywhere, but
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what should the discerning buyer look for?
Property gurus always claim there are just three
considerations when choosing a property
– location, location and location, and within a
relatively small area, the Costa del Sol offers a
surprising variety of locations. Take your pick
from the hustle and bustle of urban life, the
peace and quiet of an inland retreat, front-line
beach positions, golf-course properties and
panoramic views from coastal vantage points.
Once you’ve decided where, it’s time for what.
Quality is the key here. During the property
boom, many homes were built quickly with
little attention to quality and finish. These were
bought by those in search of a quick profit and
many are now for sale. Avoid them and set
your sights on quality construction. In a slower

market, developers are keen to offer as much
as possible and nowadays many complexes
come with 24-hour security, generous gardens
and heated pools. The properties themselves
are spacious and fitted with a range of features:
top of the range appliances, sound insulation,
domotics, sophisticated heating, alarm
systems… Choose the best you can afford.
Something a little different
As well as a variety of locations, there are also
different types of properties. If you’re looking
for a home within a golf resort offering services,
it’s worth looking at Doña Julia, Finca Cortesín
and Valle Romano at the west end of the coast,
the resorts in Mijas Golf Valley in Mijas Costa
or La Parchite Golf and Los Merinos in Ronda.

Football Village in Valle Romano gives you the
chance to boast a footballer as your neighbour.
If you want the services provided by a luxury
hotel but in the comfort of your own home,
several hotels offer the chance to buy an
apartment within the hotel. Las Dunas and
Villa Padierna in Estepona and Cruiser Hotel
(currently under construction) in Torremolinos
are among the five-star possibilities.
For those thinking of retirement within a
purpose-built complex, consider Sensara in
Benalmádena, Vitania in La Cala de Mijas and
Sol Andalusí in Alhaurín de la Torre.
But above all, take your time. It’s your market
and there’s plenty out there. Shop around
and make sure you know exactly what you’re
buying before you sign on the dotted line.
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...while the scandals have
been damaging for Marbella in
the short term, there’s no doubt
that the city will eventually
benefit from the process
Above: Hector Diaz-Bastien

Marbella – starting over
Marbella is more than used to being under the media’s spotlight – the city acts as
a magnet for the rich and famous with the world’s paparazzi in hot pursuit – but
recently the city has been in the limelight for the wrong reasons...
Text Joanna Styles Photography Kevin Horn

n 2006, Operation Malaya uncovered
more than 12 years of widespread
municipal corruption. The previous
city council, governed by the GIL party mostly
under the leadership of Jesús Gil, allowed
developers to build on green-belt areas, on
zones reserved for local services such as schools
and hospitals, or to build more than was
legally permitted. Until 1996, all construction in
Marbella was regulated under the 1986 Town
Planning Regulations, approved by the regional
authorities. Claiming the 1986 regulations were
too restrictive, GIL introduced its own – the
1996 Town Planning Regulations, which were
never approved by the regional authorities and
were therefore illegal.
Most recent construction in Marbella has been
carried out under the 1996 regulations and in
recent months there’s been a lot of uncertainty
regarding the future of homes built under these
regulations. The British press has given ample
coverage to homeowners who may be affected
by possible demolition orders or huge fines.
To help set legal matters in perspective, Héctor
Diaz-Bastién founder of Diaz-Bastién & Truan
Abogados – established in 1978 and one of the
city’s best-known legal firms – and his colleague
and managing director for the Marbella branch
of the firm, Luis Juega, offer the following
insights.
Regarding the property situation, Mr Juega
believes that the public is receiving the wrong
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idea from the press. “The media’s only message
is that you will either lose your property or see
it demolished. Reality is, in fact, quite different.”
According to both lawyers, it’s important to
distinguish between homes built under the
1986 Town Planning Regulations and those built
under the 1996 Town Planning Regulations.
The former (of which there are many) have no
legal problems and an investor should have no
reservations about buying a property in this
category.
Properties built under the 1996 regulations
– estimates run between 30,000 and 50,000
– have potential problems, but Diaz-Bastién
& Truan Abogados consider it highly unlikely
that any homes will be demolished since they
were all built with a licence issued by the city
council and purchased in good faith by a buyer.
Mr Juega firmly believes that most properties
will be legalized under the next planning
regulations (due to be finalized within the next
year) as “the current political message from both
main parties is to reassure people that their
property is safe.” In any case, he points out that
the legal time limit for demolishing a building
has expired for many properties. If a client is
considering purchasing one of these properties,
Diaz-Bastién & Truan Abogados would inform
them of the possible risks, but emphasize that
it’s highly likely to be legalized anyway.
Both lawyers believe rumours have been very
damaging for Marbella. “Part of the problem

has been the tendency to generalise,” explains
Mr Diaz-Bastién. Only a few professionals
have been implicated in the scandals, but
public opinion has tarred everyone with the
same brush with damaging effects. He feels
that “people need to rationalise, rather than
generalise. Lawyers in Spain generally have a
good reputation and work hard to find solutions
for their clients. And most people are extremely
happy with their own lawyer.” He sees a lawyer’s
work as a highly customised task, full of small
but important details. “The end result must be
that the client feels they are in the best possible
hands.” Luis Juega stresses that while there are
over 800 lawyers in Marbella, those implicated
in the scandals account for less than ten.
A year on from the Operation Malaya
revelations, the city has a newly elected council
who aims to restore confidence in Marbella and
most people feel that it’s time to put recent
events behind them and move forward.
Mr Diaz-Bastién and Mr Juega both feel that
while the scandals have been damaging for
Marbella in the short term, there’s no doubt
that the city will eventually benefit from the
process. Mr Diaz-Bastién firmly believes that
“this has been a catharsis for the city and will
help clean up the undesirable elements while
improving its positive points. After all, Marbella
still offers those things that so many people
look for – climate, leisure options and, above all,
quality of life.”

costa del sol andalucía

as safe as houses
No one buys a property in their home country without thinking it through and doing their homework. Locate that
property abroad however, and all too often seemingly rational people leave their common sense and caution behind
at the airport. If media reports are anything to go by, buying a property in Spain is full of problems. But, if you do your
research, employ the right professionals and ask the right questions, there’s no reason why buying a home in Spain
shouldn’t be as safe as houses.

• Location, location, location – doublecheck your chosen spot and ask yourself:
does it have enough facilities for your needs?
What’s it like in winter and summer? What
are future building plans for the area? How
long does it take you (and your guests and
rental clients) to get there from the airport?
• Find an independent lawyer – ask
around for recommendations – representing
your interests only. Make sure the lawyer
is registered with a Lawyer’s Association
(Colegio de Abogados). Never use a lawyer
recommended by an estate agent or
developer.
• Don’t sign or pay anything
without consulting your lawyer
first.
• Buying off-plan? Research the

developer’s background – find out if
the company is established and solvent.
Ask the developer for all the appropriate
documentation on your first visit – proof
the land belongs to the developer; a valid
building licence; assurance you’ll receive
a bank guarantee securing your down
payments; and full information on the
specifications. If the developer doesn’t
provide this, look elsewhere.
• Do your euro/pound conversion
homework – slight blips in the exchange
rate can cost you money. Check out
special deals offered by currency exchange
companies.
• Take your time and don’t commit yourself
before you’re ready. Remember it’s your
investment.
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Know-how and know-who
Against the realignment of the property market, buyers who have the Costa del Sol at
the top of their second home wish lists may feel slightly cautious before they invest
ut, although Santiago Nalda, director
of Alfamar Business, understands this
caution he maintains that the area
still offers many investment opportunities
even for the short-term investor. “The Costa
del Sol has had its ups and downs, but with
its infrastructure, climate and mature property
prices there’s no doubt that investment
prospects are excellent.” Nalda has seen a
change in the investor profile since 2004 – “this
is no longer the location for buyers looking
to make a fast buck” – but he’s quick to point
out that there’s no need to shy away from the
area, “Spanish property law offers maximum
guarantees if it’s followed to the letter.”
The secret to safe investment is putting
yourself in the hands of professionals. One of
the problems foreign investors experience in
Spain is knowing who to ask and who to trust
– a lack of know-how and know-who in the
property industry means that investment can
be a potential minefield.
With this in mind, Alfamar Business was formed
in 2006 as a one-stop service for anyone
interested in investing in property. Its business
partners include B. Solís, one of Málaga’s top
construction companies and a permanent

team of professionals led by Santiago Nalda
who has more than 20 years experience in the
Spanish property industry.
Together they offer an in-depth knowledge
of any aspect of a purchase, be it legal,
administrative, technical or financial, whether
you’re looking for land to invest in and develop,
full project management or a secure, off-plan
investment.
According to Nalda, Alfamar Business´ objective
is “to maximise our expertise to ensure the end
result is as beneficial as possible for the client.
We provide professional solutions for anyone
doing business in the property industry.”
He stresses the need for expertise from
the right professional for each stage of the
investment so that the result fulfils the client’s
expectations. “It’s important never to forget the
final product otherwise a project may fail to
meet its commercial potential.”
For the smaller investor hoping for short-term
gains, Nalda recommends looking at location
– there are few bargain properties on the coast
itself, but go slightly inland and there’s still
excellent value. Here you can experience the
tranquility of rural Spain while making the most
of lower property prices yet with the beaches

and amenities of the Costa del Sol just a short
drive away. Monda, a small village north of
Marbella, fits this criteria and Alfamar Business
is currently offering one and two-bedroom
apartments in Los Olivos development with
prices starting at around €95,000.
If your investment plans are medium to longterm, Nalda suggests properties that offer a
combination of price and quality – both in
construction and location.
Jardines de Alcazaba Beach, front-line
beach apartments within walking distance
of Estepona, and Residencial Vistanova,
townhouses with golf and mountain views in
Riviera in Mijas Costa. Both offer top building
quality and value for money.
It can be difficult to find good customer care
on the Costa del Sol and Nalda recommends
using a company with a customer services
department – “smaller companies often cannot
afford to run one and it’s important to know
you’ll be well looked after both during and after
your investment.”
Carmen Trella runs Alfamar Business’ customer
services and believes that it isn’t just a case of
selling a property but of keeping the client’s
interests in mind from start to finish.

Above: Santiago Nalda Condado, Director Alfamar Business and Carmen Trella Vida, Sales Manager

For the smaller investor
hoping for short-term gains,
the place to go is a little further
inland where there’s still
excellent value for money
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creating homes...rather than houses
Four Oaks provides luxury residential villas offering the finest materials, intricate craftsmanship and exquisite attention to details, creating homes to suit your needs – our philosophy
and ambition. Four Oaks Developers is a property development company with Belgian roots
offering tailor-made residential villas. Our company comprises architects, engineers, builders
and interior designers, enabling us to offer a full turn-key project management service.

Four Oaks Spain
Puerto de Sotogrande, Plaza del Agua d3, 11310 San Roque (Cadiz)
phone: 00-34-956-790 015 fax: 00-34-956-790 127 www.fouroaks.es
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Heavenly homes
A small slice of the heavens above Marbella is the location
for just eight magnificent ‘townhouses’...

ne of the first things that strikes a
visitor about the Costa del Sol is the
stunning mountain backdrop that
forms the backbone of the narrow coastal
strip. The newcomer is surprised to discover
such high peaks and foothills so close to the
sea – from west to east the mountains are an
essential part of the scenery.
As well as offering exceptional natural
surroundings, the peaks are also an invaluable
ally in the area’s micro-climate and provide
world class vantage points.
Views are highly prized commodities and
many homebuyers are prepared to pay huge
premiums for the privilege of seeing beyond
their own back garden. Views of the sea or a
golf course are easy to find, but panoramic
views are more of a challenge. For obvious
environmental reasons building isn’t allowed
on any of the mountains, but in certain cases
construction is permitted on the foothills: La
Mairena, situated to the east of Marbella, is one
such location and offers stunning views as well
as being located next to a UNESCO biosphere
reserve. And all just minutes from the coast.
La Mairena is crowned by Celestial de La
Mairena, the highest point in the area whose
vantage point is exceptional. At a height of
430m you feel the world is at your feet as you
take in the Mediterranean to the south with
Gibraltar and the Moroccan mountains on
the horizon; Málaga, the Axarquía and Sierra
Nevada in the east; and the Sierra de las Nieves
in the north and west. Such vistas were made
to be looked at and Celestial de La Mairena,
a group of eight townhouses, offers just that
– the chance to contemplate these views from
your terrace, living room, bathroom…
Dew Homes Developing, owned by brothers
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Jesús and Antonio Flores, is about to complete
the project, one they consider to be unique
because, not only does Celestial de la Mairena
offer panoramic views but also high-quality
construction and finish. Jesús Flores is also the
architect and sees this project as “the high point
of my career. Unlike most developments where
the architect is little more than a decorator of
façades, I’ve had total freedom to be innovative
while at the same time bearing clients’ tastes
in mind.”
To this end, Celestial de la Mairena offers a
fusion of modernity with traditional Andalucian
style. Modern aspects of the townhouses
include glass lifts to take in the views as you go
up and down, and the maximum use of natural
light and space: “I like to make windows as large
as possible and have open-plan interiors,” says
Jesús Flores. And there certainly is plenty of
space: these are townhouses, but their size is
more than 500 square metres per unit.
More traditional touches include local, natural
materials – salvaged roof tiles, terracotta from
Vélez-Málaga and stone from Casares.
Antonio Flores is the company’s lawyer and
at a time when caution surrounds off-plan
purchases, he reminds buyers that Celestial de
la Mairena lies within the municipality of Ojén.
“This isn’t Marbella. Ojén has had no planning
scandals and all the building projects, including
ours, have been approved under the town’s
planning regulations by both the council and
the regional authorities.”
Dew Homes Developing offers full guarantees
and has an open-door policy for buyers. “In the
past, too many buyers have come across poor
customer service and we believe that being
there at any time for the client is part and parcel
of a quality product,” says Antonio.

You can see for miles
and take in Tangiers from
one terrace and Sierra
Nevada from another...the
world is at your feet
Above: Jésus Flores, Owner and Architect
Celestial de la Mairena

A MOST UNIQUE AND OUTSTANDING DEVELOPMENT, EAST OF MARBELLA,
BUILT ON AN ELEVATED SITE THIS EXCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT COMPRISES
EIGHT TOWNHOUSES AND SETS A NEW STANDARD IN QUALITY OF LIFE

phone 00 34 639 99 16 38 info@celestial-marbella.com
www.celestial-marbella.com
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True Mediterranean style
Four Oaks Spain brings bespoke design to Sotogrande

ake an area with low
building density, wide,
wide avenues, plenty of
green areas and villas set back in
large plots. Place it in a riverside
and beachfront location within
easy reach of some of Andalucía’s
most beautiful countryside. Add
Europe’s top golf course, one of
Spain’s most striking marinas and
a world class polo ground. The
result is one of the world’s most
exclusive resorts – Sotogrande, at
the western most end of the Costa
del Sol where distinction rubs
shoulders with distinction.
Unlike some resorts where luxury
has become a little tarnished,
Sotogrande sets and keeps the
standard. Part of its secret is the
resort’s planning philosophy,
which Gert Cleymans, managing
partner of Four Oaks Spain,
believes combines “high quality
and long-term vision.” Four Oaks
Spain, a Belgian company, chose
Sotogrande as their base five
years ago because the resort “fits
perfectly into Four Oaks’ way of
thinking.” Quality is top of the
agenda for Four Oaks and their
aim is to provide this at three
levels: in design, construction and
customer services, but above all
the company’s philosophy is to

build a home rather than a house.
A Four Oaks home is certainly
luxurious – the architectural
style, which Cleymans defines
as Mediterranean, takes the best
of Andalucian, Provençal and
Tuscan influences and reproduces
them on a plot in Sotogrande.
Each home is tailor-made to the
customer’s specifications, but
always blends in – “we believe you
should only build homes that fit
naturally into their surroundings,”
says Cleymans. Homes are large
and range from 350 square metres
to 1,400 square metres, with
an average size of around 800.
Four Oaks homes are built using
Northern European construction
methods and materials to ensure
the best quality.
Buyers who choose a Four
Oaks home have the security of
knowing their interests will be
looked after from start to finish.
Cleymans believes that customer
services are often lacking on the
Costa del Sol where “all too often
the client is treated well until they
sign the contract. After that, the
developer is only interested in the
business side and the customer
is often forgotten.” Four Oaks
strives to be different: during the
construction process the client

The architectural style of a Four Oaks
home is truly Mediterranean, taking the
best of Andalucian, Provençal and Tuscan
influences and reproducing them on a plot
in Sotogrande...
Above left: Gert Cleymans, Managing Partner of Four Oaks
Spain Above right and top: Four Oaks tailor-made homes

receives fortnightly progress
reports (including photos)
allowing long-distance supervision
of the building work. Clients
obtain a fixed budget, which
includes everything and gives the
purchaser the security of knowing
exactly how much the home is
going to cost.
The time scale is another
important factor and Four Oaks
endeavours to provide an accurate
calendar so that the client
knows when the house will be
completed. “Four Oaks has its own
construction company and never
sub-contracts. That’s the only way
to ensure you always make your
deadlines,” says Cleymans. Four
Oaks also offers an interior design
service.
As far as investment goes, a villa
in Sotogrande is a sound one.

According to Cleymans, there’s
now little building land available
in the resort and he calculates
that this will run out within three
or four years meaning “the price
is guaranteed.” Infrastructure
in the area is improving and
there’s an ever better choice of
leisure activities. The expansion
of Gibraltar airport – a mere 15
minutes away – means great
things for Sotogrande and will
bring the resort into easy reach
of Northern Europe. Perhaps
reflecting this is the change in
residence patterns in Sotogrande.
Once an Easter and summeronly resort, Sotogrande is
now increasingly popular as a
permanent base and Cleymans
predicts that before long, this
exclusive enclave will become a
year-round residential area.
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Text Joanna Styles Photography Michelle Chaplow

lmería sits on Spain’s south-eastern
corner and is surrounded by the
Mediterranean on its south and east
coasts. Varied is the best adjective to describe
Almería’s scenery: this is a land of snow-capped
peaks – Sierra Nevada is within the province
– pine-clad slopes, arid desertscapes, gentle
mountain ranges and, best of all, miles of sandy
beaches. And better still, most of these beaches
are almost completely unspoilt. The population
is low and concentrated mainly around the
capital and nearby towns so a lot of the time
you can have most of this scenery to yourself.
The landscape might be spectacular, but
Almería’s star turn is its climate. Weather gurus
describe it as subtropical Mediterranean, which
roughly translates as one of Spain’s hottest
spots as well as Europe’s sunniest – it boasts
over 3,000 sunshine hours a year. Winters are
short and mild – temperatures never drop
below 16oC on the coast – and summers are
not too hot. Cloudy skies are a rare event and
Almería also enjoys Spain’s lowest rainfall – ideal
if you’re hoping to make a permanent escape
from your brolly. Plenty of warming sun comes
hand in hand with the feel-good factor and
this is a healthy climate too, as heat and low
humidity are just what the doctor ordered for
many ailments.
The downside to so much sun and so little
rain is the lack of vegetation – many parts of
Almería are almost treeless – which might
take a little getting used to, although those
who live there claim the blue skies and superb
light conditions more than make up for this.
Locals advise giving yourself time to adapt to
the unique surroundings and claim that the
landscape eventually grows on you.
From silk to plastic
The province was for years an unknown
chunk of Andalucía and its traditionally poor
communications meant few people bothered
to visit. Until the 15th century, it had its
heyday of prosperity under the silk trade and
commerce and Almería city was one of the
bright lights in the al-Andalus kingdom. Then
Almería’s luck ran out and a succession of
disasters struck the area – earthquakes, disease,
economic recession and even pirate raids,
leading to massive depopulation. Figures have
recovered since the 60s, but the east coast of
Almería still has fewer inhabitants than it did a
century ago – an extraordinary phenomenon
on the Spanish Med where the population in
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most other places has at least quadrupled.
Then the year-round sunshine stepped in:
farmers in the south discovered they could use
the sun’s warmth in greenhouse agriculture.
Acres and acres of vegetables and flowers were
planted under even more acres and acres of
plastic and Almería is now Europe’s year-round
salad provider – even in the depths of January,
the sun in Almería heats the plastic enough for
cucumbers to flourish. As a result, the province
has gone from rags to riches and its income per
capita is one of the highest in Spain.
The drawback to 365-days-a-year tomatoes and
carnations is that a huge chunk of Almería’s
landscape is under plastic – most of the
western coastal plain lies clad in PVC. Hardly
the most attractive sight if you’re sightseeing,
unless the plastic catches the sun when it
shimmers into a mirage of the continuation of
the sea. Not for nothing does Almería mean
‘mirror of the sea’ in Arabic.
Costa de Beaches
But once you put the plastic behind you and
start to travel east, you find the sun is being
put to a much more attractive use – tourism.
The area known as the Levante Almeriense sits
to the north of Cabo de Gata and runs up past
Vera, taking in most of Almería’s east coast – the
Costa de Almería proper.
Here are the jewels in Almería’s crown – the
beaches. And miles of them, too. These golden
treasures are still virtually undiscovered – hard
to believe when tourists on the nearby Costa
Blanca and Costa del Sol are fighting over spare
grains of sand to put their towels on. But on
the beaches at Mojácar, Vera and Carboneras,
the sands are yours to be enjoyed. The secret is
gradually getting out, of course, but this is one
place on the Med where there’s still space for
plenty more buckets and spades.
Carboneras marks the southern end and
offers one of the best selections of beaches in
Spain. Take your pick from the peaceful Playa
de los Algarrobicos where part of Lawrence
of Arabia was filmed, the quiet Los Barquicos
with excellent scuba-diving or the more urban
El Lancón. Further north is Mojácar, the area’s
oldest tourist resort and also one of its most
attractive. This Moorish town – many of the
original Arab buildings are still here – perches
on a rocky crag and offers panoramic views
of the sands, sea and scenery at almost every
street corner. Mojácar’s residential tourists go
back several decades to the 60s when the

town’s mayor, alarmed at growing emigration,
offered free land to build on. European and
North American painters and sculptors took
him up on the offer and Mojácar now has a
thriving artists’ colony. Down the hill and on
the sands – Mojácar’s beaches run along 17km
of the coast – Mojácar Playa is a busy resort,
although development is low-build and hotels
and villas manage to maintain a low profile.
Garrucha to the north is the area’s largest
fishing port – fresh catches are auctioned
daily on the quayside – and has a distinctive
maritime feel to it in spite of the concessions to
tourism in its marina and hotels.
Inland is the agricultural town of Vera,
surrounded by miles of fertile plains, mainly
planted with citrus and fruit trees. Puerto Rey
is Vera’s beach resort and currently under
expansion, but this follows the example of

Mojácar and is low density. No towering blocks
or balcony-to-balcony apartments here, just
one long stretch of sand so stunning it’s given
the status of playazo, a huge step up from a
mere playa.
The small, charming village of Villaricos is
almost the last stop before Murcia and marks
the beginning of a spectacular coastal drive
along almost totally undeveloped coastline
guarding a succession of secluded coves and
yet more sandy beaches. And you’ll likely to
be the only one there. Guaranteed sunshine,
empty sandy beaches with sunsets that last
forever and a night sky that’s the clearest in
Europe … and all within just over two hours
from London. Isn’t it time you put the Costa de
Almería on your holiday map?

costa de almería andalucía

The Costa de where? Mention the Costa de Almería to even Spain’s
most dedicated tourists and few can tell you where it is on a map and
even fewer have been there.

fact file
population:
around 600,000
Days of rain
per year: 15
Lowest temperature
in January: 16oC
blue-flag beaches: 7

ANDALUCÍA
VERA

ALMERIMAR

ALMERÍA
Cabo
de Gata

golf courses: 8
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The naked earth
Cabo de Gata lets you get back to nature in its rawest form
Text Joanna Styles
Photography Michelle Chaplow

t isn’t the lack of vegetation – although
you can’t see a tree for miles – that
strikes you most: it’s the colours. After
a palette of English greens, the purity of the
natural tones take some getting used to. This is
the earth in stark nudity, its minerals uncovered:
black, orange, ochre, white so pure it hurts your
eyes, crimson and, surprisingly, pink. All bathed
in the Mediterranean at its bluest.
This is Cabo de Gata, one of the country’s most
spectacular natural parks. Its nearly 30 miles
of coastline around the south-eastern cape of
Spain make up one of the last truly unspoilt
places on the Mediterranean and offer the
chance to enjoy nature in its earthiest state.
Man has made little imprint on this corner of
Spain – it’s hard to believe that the busy city of
Almería with over 100,000 inhabitants is only
30 minutes’ drive away – and you can count the
villages within the park on the fingers of one
hand. Fishing and goat herding are the main
means of making a living and salt extraction
is still important – the Phoenicians were the
first to do so hundreds of years ago – although
tourism is now the major industry.
If you’re looking for tranquility and to really get
away from it all, look no further. In Cabo de
Gata you can walk the cliffs for miles and not
see a soul, relax on a beach with only the waves
for company and enjoy a night sky lit up just by
stars. Here, all the feasts for the senses are those
provided by nature – bird cries and the crash
of waves against the cliffs; the scent of salt,
rosemary and thyme; the feeling that you’re at
one with nature; and the colours.
Walking the coastline, where the Earth’s layers
of minerals are revealed by the relentless
erosion of the wind and sea, gives the best view
of colours. Sometimes the cliffs are black with
spectacular rock formations such as ‘The Finger’
and ‘Mermaids’ Reef’, pointing jagged black at
the sky as the white sea spray crashes at their
feet. The aptly named village of Las Negras has
a black beach – sand and pebbles. Sometimes,
it isn’t volcanic lava but chalk that makes up the
cliffs – the beaches at Los Escullos are a mass
of delicately sculptured white forms bleached
whiter still by the relentless sun. Occasionally,
the cliffs are crimson and orange – Cala Roja
means ‘Red Bay’ – but if you’re looking for a
more conventional yellow beach, try the Playa
de Mónsul or Playa de los Genoveses, just west
of the small village of San José. Here the long
sands offer sheltered and shallow sea bathing
– and the water’s usually warm.
To see pink, there are two possibilities: inland
at Rodalquilar is Spain’s only gold mine,
abandoned in the 60s after years of activity.
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Devoid of its thin protection of soil, the surface
mines have revealed the earth’s skin. And
it’s very pink. Like the flamingoes at the salt
lagoons at San Miguel – their formation flying
at dawn and dusk are one of nature’s highlights.
But although the flamingoes are the stars of
the show, the lagoons also offer plenty of other
treasures for twitchers – storks, egrets, avocets,
herons and plovers. All within easy sight of the
hides located around the lagoon.
Within easy reach of most of Almería’s resorts,
Cabo de Gata makes for an ideal day trip (but
to really appreciate its beauty you need several
days) and offers the chance to experience
nature in its most natural form – naked.
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The good, the bad
and the desert

Whether you’re good, bad or ugly the Wild, Wild West is alive and well and
living in southern Spain
Text Joanna Styles
Photography Michelle Chaplow

razy bell ringer was right, there’s
money to be made in a place like this,”
says Joe, aka Clint Eastwood in his
breakthrough Western A Fistful of Dollars, as he
surveys the dusty, dry surroundings. Looking
around you, you might not agree – the arid
landscape hardly looks promising. But back
in 1954, an Italian-Spanish company thought
otherwise and one of Hollywood’s most famous
film sets came into being: Tabernas Desert in
Almería.
The 2,000 square kilometres, situated to the
north of Almería city, are another of Almería’s
surprises. The area is bordered on all sides by
high mountain ranges and is home to one of
the driest places on earth and Europe’s only real
desert. It’s also one of its quietest – here the
silence is absolute.
As you would expect in a desert, everything
here is extreme: take the temperatures for a
start – at night time the mercury can drop
to five below (and this in a place just over 20
miles from the Med), but once the sun rises the
temperature can top a scorching 48ºC and on
most days in the summer it’s over 40ºC. Rain
hardly makes an appearance except on just two
to four days a year when torrential downpours
(no gentle drizzles here) flood the canyons and
valleys in seconds.
The landscape, known as ‘Bad Lands’, is an
extraordinary combination of rock and sand,
all in a continual process of erosion from the
relentless wind as it drives down from the
mountains and the punishing rain: parched
gullies are banked by jagged cliffs, windsculptured rifts plunge into deep canyons and
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every so often a tabletop mountain offers a
vantage point. Tabernas’ most famous peak
is Cerro Alfaro, not unlike Uluru (Ayer’s Rock,
Australia) when seen from a distance.
Colours are surprising in their variety – sandy
yellows and ochres dominate, but white, red
and orange also make up the Tabernas palette.
And different times of day show different
colours – those seen at sundown are some
of the most spectacular. Vegetation is scarce
except after a day or two of rain when the
ground miraculously bursts briefly into flower
before the intense heat dries everything up
again. Native plants are necessarily hardy
– this is survival of the fittest – and apart from
the odd oasis with date palms (you expect a
camel train to arrive at any minute) the only
sign of plant life are clumps of tough grass and
occasional brushwood.
Most of the time, Tabernas desert is, well,
deserted. Except, that is, when the film crews

move in and this unique landscape comes to
life on camera. Tabernas is most famous as a
spaghetti western backdrop and as such boasts
an impressive list of some of the world’s bestknown westerns: A Fistful of Dollars, The Good,
the Bad and the Ugly, The Magnificent Seven
and so on up to over 200. The film sets are still
standing and a visit to Mini Hollywood theme
park takes in the Mexican church and the Wild
West high street complete with saloon. But
Tabernas has also provided scenes for many
other epics such as Lawrence of Arabia and
Dr Zhivago, and film buffs shouldn’t miss the
Cinema Museum, also in Mini Hollywood, with
exhibits of cameras and equipment as well as
posters of films shot in the area.
But to really appreciate Tabernas, you need to
get out into the windswept gorges and walk
the dusty plains. Silence reigns, but you might
just catch an echo of Joe’s “You shoot to kill, you
better hit the heart.”
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The next
big costa?

The Costa de Almería has
quickly made a name for itself
as one of the last places on the
Mediterranean where you can
still find a bargain

Text Joanna Styles Photography Michelle Chaplow

ntil relatively recently,
few foreign buyers had
heard of the Costa de
Almería, a stretch of coastline
totally eclipsed by its bigger
and brighter neighbours, the
Costa Blanca and Costa del Sol.
Sandwiched between the two
the Costa de Almería was right
off the property map. The advent
of low-cost airlines and improved
infrastructure brought Almería
to holidaymakers’ attention and
slowly but surely, the area has
crawled onto the property scene.
The first ‘discoverers’ liked what
they saw and the Costa de Almería
quickly made a name for itself
as one of the last places on the
Mediterranean where you could
buy a bargain. Increased demand
inevitably led to a rise in prices
and between 2002-2005 prices
increased between 15 and 25 per
cent a year, meaning that in many
cases, house prices have effectively
doubled in little more than four
years. The property market slowed
considerably in 2006 (in common
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with the rest of Spain) when prices
rose by just under ten per cent.
Predictions for 2007 are similar and
experts envisage much the same
pattern over the next few years. So,
if the Costa de Almería is no longer
a double-figure return, what’s in it
for the investor?
Controlled construction
One of the Costa de Almería’s
biggest advantages of arriving
late on the property scene is that
many parts of the province and,
more importantly, its coastline are
undeveloped. This is particularly
true of the coast running from
Cabo de Gata in the south to the
region of Murcia in the north.
Here, there are no high-rise
blocks, building is low-density
and several stretches of beach
have no front-line construction.
Go slightly inland and you’ll find
the countryside almost intact.
Compare this to the Costa Blanca
and the Costa del Sol where
construction sprawls almost
uninterruptedly from one end to

the other, where several resorts
– Benidorm and Torremolinos are
the most famous examples – have
tower block skylines and where
the cranes are busy inland too, and
the Costa de Almería starts to have
the edge.
It’s true that there’s currently
plenty of development going
on – Puerto Vera is changing fast
– and there are cranes on the
horizon. And it’s also true that the
Costa Blanca and the Costa del
Sol were once in a very similar
situation and not so long ago.
But, another of the benefits of
being a late-comer is that you can
learn from others’ mistakes and
Almería intends to do just that. The
Andalucian and local authorities
are currently redesigning planning
regulations for the area and
these intend to allow sustainable
development while preserving its
natural surroundings. Most people
in Almería, including developers,
agree that the exceptional
countryside is a unique selling
point and worth preserving for

prospective buyers who want a
home in the sun but without the
concrete sprawl that comes with it.
Definitive plans should be
finalised during this year: expect
development, both inland and
on the coast, but this will be
low-density and strictly controlled.
If everything goes to plan – and
locals claim they’ll be the first to
ensure it does – then the Costa
de Almería will remain one of the
few places on the Mediterranean
where residential tourism and
natural surroundings complement
each other.
Home from home
Like other parts of the Spanish
coast, the Costa de Almería has
seen a change in property buying
tendencies in the last few years.
Foreigners, usually British or
German and over 50, tended to
buy a holiday home that they used
just a few weeks a year, usually
in the summer. Today’s buyers
are younger – between 35 and
50 is now the average – and are

fact file
Price rise in 2006:
9.8 per cent
Average price per
m2 in 2006:
€1,965 (off-plan);
€1,638 (resale)
Apartments from:
€110,000 – €250,000
Villas from:
€160,000 – €800,000

thinking beyond the holiday and
considering moving to the area
permanently. The Costa de Almería
is now on the relocation map and
there are several well-established
expat communities dotted along
the coast. This means that the
rental market is also changing
– once very much a seasonal
market with lets outside Easter
and summer unusual, medium
and long-term rentals are more
in demand. With this in mind, the
Costa de Almería offers good buyto-let investment potential.
Up to scratch services
The only downside to Almería’s
young property market is that
services and infrastructure are
lagging slightly behind. There isn’t
the choice of facilities that you
find on other more developed
costas and parts of the Costa
de Almería are very quiet out of
season with little going on. But
everyone involved in the property
and tourism world is well aware of
this and working hard to change it.

Many new complexes offer sports
facilities, spas and small shopping
centres; several more golf courses
are planned; and Garrucha’s
marina will be expanded in the
near future and the town will have
a large commercial centre. On
the infrastructure front, Almería
airport is currently being upgraded
to allow more flights; a new
motorway has recently opened
connecting Vera with Cartagena
(near the Mar Menor) bringing
Alicante and Murcia airports
and the Costa Blanca nearer; the
dual-carriageway to the Costa del
Sol is expected to be completed
by 2009 and within a few years
the high-speed AVE train will join
Almería to Murcia and Madrid.
The Costa de Almería has the
potential for great things over the
next few years and promises to
be the only Spanish costa to offer
sustained development in tune
with its natural surroundings while
providing quality services and
leisure options. Definitely a costa
worth investing in.

Unique Quality Villas
with Spectacular Views

Cortijo Cabrera 17, 04639 Turre (Almeria)
phone 00 34 950 528 440 vaitier@larural.es
www.cortijo-cabrera.com

Investing
in experience
One of Spain’s most established developers looks to
the future in Almería
The Costa de Almería
is currently the best part
of the Spanish coastline
to invest in, mainly
because property prices
still have room to go up
Above: Francisco Javier Irizar Ortega,
President, Urbas Guadahermosa

ore and more northern Europeans are
coming round to the Spanish way of
thinking – life is there to be lived not
worked – and realising that one of the ways to
do this is to live in a peaceful, sunny climate.
Almería fits this criteria for many and residential
tourism is now the watch word on the coastline
around Mojácar and Vera.
The area’s possibilities were discovered several
years ago by those in the know and one of
the first developers to arrive on the Costa
de Almería was Urbas Guadahermosa, who
chose the area for its fine climate and tourism
potential. Several years later, the company is still
in the area – current developments are centred
round Vera and Mojácar – and has firm plans
to stay. “The Costa de Almería is currently the
best part of the Spanish coastline to invest in,
mainly because property prices still have room
to go up.” Francisco Javier Irizar, president of
Urbas Guadahermosa, is a firm advocate of the
area and believes that, although double-figure
property price increases are a thing of the past,
the next few years will bring consistent returns
of 7 to 8 per cent – “considerably more than
many other investments.”
Urbas Guadahermosa is one of Spain’s oldest
developers – Urbas began trading on the
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Spanish stock exchange 30 years ago – and in
2006 Urbas Guadahermosa, the merge of two
developer companies, boasted the highest
returns on shares. The company specialises
in quality property development and aims to
maintain its high quality standards regardless
of the property’s price. Although the company
sub-contracts the actual building work, Urbas
Guadahermosa architects and technical
professionals strictly monitor the construction
process from start to finish. “By using top quality
materials and reputable building companies,
we strive to offer the very best in construction,”
explains Irizar, “so that the finished product is as
perfect as possible.”
Interiors include marble floors, hot and cold
air conditioning, alarm systems and the latest
in domotics. Kitchens come fully fitted and
apartments are also furnished – handy for
buy-to-let investors. In Puerto Rey Resort, the
third floor apartments have a solarium with
hydro massage tubs. Outside, gardens and
recreational areas have priority and are planted
with trees and shrubs native to the area. Prices
in the Parque Tropical and Puerto Rey Resort
complexes start at around €136,000 for a
one-bedroom apartment, €165,500 for two
bedrooms and €211,500 for three bedrooms.

Payment methods are flexible and can be
adapted to a client’s particular financial needs.
For those buyers wishing to let their properties,
Urbas Guadahermosa provides a rental
management service.
The rental market in the area around Vera and
Garrucha is still very much in its infancy with
holiday lets generally from April to October
with guaranteed occupancy only during high
summer. But Irizar believes the pattern will
change in the near future. “Almería’s warm
winter climate is one of the area’s selling points
and future development such as more leisure
activites and a better choice of golf courses
will help improve buy-to-let prospects. There’s
no reason why this area shouldn’t become a
location offering year-round rentals.”
In keeping with planning regulations in the
Costa de Almería area, Urbas Guadahermosa
developments are low-build with plenty of
green areas and Irizar believes that all future
developments should follow this pattern.
“This part of the Mediterranean coast needs to
attract quality tourism and you can only do that
if you maintain high standards. It’s time to learn
from the mistakes made elsewhere and ensure
this remains one of the best places in Spain to
invest for many years to come.”

costa de almería andalucía

Award winning homes
You need to scrutinize
who you’re giving your
€200,000 to because this is
your hard-earned money
Right: Antonio López Gálvez,
Managing Director, Key Mare
Above & far right: Al Andalus Thalassa,
(Vera, Almería)

f you’re buying a car, it’s easy to make
a list of companies and vehicles in
your price range and to compare
guarantees, features and after-sales services.
However, most car companies are well-known
global names. If only buying an off-plan
property was as easy as buying a car things
would be much simpler. When you’re in Spain
and have no references for any developers,
where do you start? As you study endless lists
of materials and specifications or inspect yet
another building site, how do you know which
are up to the standards?
“You need to scrutinize who you’re giving
your €200,000 to,” says Antonio López Gálvez,
managing director of Key Mare, “because this is
your hard-earned money.” According to López,
clients need to do their homework and take
expert advice at all stages. “Ask locally about
a development company and check its track
record. The longer a developer has been in the
area, the better,” says López, who also suggests
that the buyer checks simple things like the fact
that the building plot is there and that work has
actually started.
Key Mare, established in 1988, is one of the
largest developers on the Costa de Almería
and currently has numerous developments

underway around Vera and Vera Playa, the
beach side of the town. The British market
makes up a large percentage of Key Mare’s
clientele and although López has noticed
that prospective buyers have become more
demanding, he nonetheless highlights that Key
Mare now has a higher proportion of British
who purchase than before. He puts this down
to the fact that Key Mare offers transparency
and strictly complies with legal requirements.
“Recent developments connected to
malpractices have shed a damaging light
on the construction industry as a whole, but
I believe that the long-term effects will be
positive for those of us who only do things by
the book. Plus”, he adds, “I don’t think you can
paint everyone with the same brush.”
All developments are designed with the
potential buyer in mind. “We endeavour to
offer more: not just a home but a lifestyle,” says
López and to this end, Key Mare developments
come with many extras such as sports facilities,
recreational areas and spa centres.
One example is Al Andalus Thalassa, winner of
the BBVA Spanish Property Award in 2006 for
‘Best Development in Almería’. Pueblo Salinas,
an enclosed complex with 900 homes built
around extensive landscaped gardens, goes

one step further and will include a Club House
and a shopping centre offering supermarkets,
banks and other small shops.
The company’s philosophy is concise: “We
aim to be proud of what we do,” explains
López, “and we continually remind ourselves
that for many of our clients their purchase is
their dream.” He adds that many of Key Mare’s
executives have homes in the company’s
developments, a clear demonstration that the
proof of the pudding is in the eating.
Prices range from €160,000 to €370,000 for a
three-bedroom villa. All properties come fully
furnished, from white goods to curtains so that
the client “can enjoy the property from the
moment they sign rather than spending weeks
worrying about furnishing.” After-sales services
are well catered for at Key Mare and those who
work in this department are “there to listen and
then to solve the problem.”
Key Mare Head Office
Avda. Ciudad Valencia, 19
04621 Vera (Almería)
Tel: 902 390 090 Email: info@keymare.com
www.keymare.com
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The art of placement
We’re all seeking
ways to help our waning
planet and to return to
a harmonious existence
with nature, and these
are ecological homes
that help us do just that...
Left: Pedro Sanz Alonso,
Managing Director of Caporchanes

t a time when our consumerist lifestyle
is at odds with the environment, when
global warming makes the headlines
almost daily and too many of us are worn out
by the stress of juggling everyday routines,
more and more Westerners are searching for
a ‘greener’ lifestyle. We’re all seeking ways to
help our waning planet and to return to a
harmonious existence with nature. In an ideal
world, we would live in a home that combined
ecology and harmony for us.
In the Puerta de Oriente complex within
Puerto Vera resort, near Vera, you can own a
home that follows the principles of Feng Shui
and does its bit to help reduce the impact of
global warming. “The idea is to take the Eastern
concept of Feng Shui and adapt it to our
Western demands,” says Pedro Sanz, managing
director of Caporchanes, the developer behind
this innovative project. Caporchanes is a
family firm, well established in the area and
the original developer behind the Puerto Vera
resort where the company also built Bahía
Fenicia and La Kasbah del Puerto.
Feng Shui, often referred to as the ‘art of
placement’, is all about finding the optimum
position to allow the energy flow from the
Earth’s magnetic fields to interact with our own
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energy. Some of us have adapted our furniture
layout using this system, but Caporchanes takes
the concept much further and has applied
it to Puerta de Oriente, a complex of 123
apartments set in eight blocks on an 18,000
square metre plot.
You probably won’t notice Feng Shui in
the apartments themselves, but the whole
complex follows Feng Shui principles to
the letter. This ancient Chinese thinking has
dictated the design, structure and orientation
of each block and the positioning of all outside
elements including the entrance, gardens and
pathways. “In Puerta de Oriente we aim to use
the characteristics of its natural surroundings
to improve the living environment for its
residents,” says Sanz. Not surprisingly, green
areas are important and account for a large part
of the complex.
While the apartments are maximizing the
benefits of the Earth’s magnetic fields, they’re
also saving energy. The architectural design
makes the most of the area’s more than 330
days of sunshine a year in winter and reduces
its effects in summer. “In most homes in the
area, the inside temperature drops to around
14ºC in winter and rises to over 25ºC in summer.
In Puerta de Oriente’s bioclimatic homes,

advanced thermal inertia techniques include
used-façade cladding and multi layer insulation
with special clays – to maintain the interior
temperature at around 18ºC in winter and 21ºC
in summer. This means a huge saving on fuel
bills and living conditions are more pleasant.”
Puerta de Oriente apartments have high
ceilings (up to 2.95m) and extra-tall windows
and doors (those in the living rooms are 2.60m),
designed to facilitate ventilation throughout
the home. Windows have lattice blinds, which
can be regulated to allow maximum sunlight in
the winter to warm the home and minimum in
the summer to keep the temperature down.
The emphasis on year-round comfort is
important: “Our aim is to build attractive
homes that can be used as permanent
residences – many apartments are built with
the summer visitor only in mind,” says Sanz,
“and are damp and chilly in the winter.” Puerta
de Oriente homes are designed with yearround occupancy in mind – ideal for buyers
planning to make Puerto Vera their home or
considering a buy-to-let investment. Prices for
a one, two or three-bedroom Puerta de Oriente
apartment range from €155,000 to €230,000
and construction of the first phase is due to
completed in late 2008.

costa de almería andalucía

Less is
Moor
Cabrera is a unique
development that takes
a modern twist on
the Moorish heritage
of southern Spain, al
–Andalus. Domes glint in
the sunlight and Moorish
filigree arches lead onto
shady courtyards with
fountains playing.

The exterior must fit
in perfectly with what
has already been built
here, and that means
a nod to Moorish
architecture. There are no
two houses the same...
Left: José Jerez,
Company Administrator Vaitier S.L.

f you’ve ever dreamt of living in a 1001
Nights style Arabian village, Cortijo
Cabrera is definitely for you; here
is an unusual development with a modern
twist on the Moorish heritage of Southern
Spain, al–Andalus. Domes glint in the sunlight
and Moorish filigree arches lead onto shady
courtyards with fountains playing. If your
history is a little rusty, most of the Iberian
Peninsula was ruled by the Moors from 711
until 1492, and their magnificent architecture
is still evident in many Spanish cities, most
notably Córdoba, Sevilla and the magnificent
Alhambra in Granada.
Situated south west of Turre and Mojácar,
Cortijo Cabrera is a unique area in the Iberian
Peninsula, where outstanding beauty and
historical culture blend seamlessly. The
Mountain – Sierra Cabrera, was an important
Moorish fortress in the 13th – 15th centuries
but after it was retaken by the Christian kings
during the reconquista, Cabrera fell into decline.
Nestled in the Sierra Cabrera Mountains, the
citadel of Cabrera may have once enjoyed
a superb strategic location for any Caliph,
overlooking the coast; today this means that
the development now enjoys superb views
over the Mediterranean.

Cabrera is currently being developed by Vaitier
S.L., a property development and building
company that has been involved with the
project for 20 years and at the moment is
building between 20 and 30 detached family
houses, all with private pools. The company’s
administrator José Jerez explains the
philosophy behind La Cabrera, “Our doctrine
is one of respect, both for the environment
and for the proprietors. The exterior must fit in
perfectly with what has already been built here,
both in Moorish design and colour. There are
no two houses here the same”.
Vaitier provides a bespoke service to its clients.
Having chosen a plot – all of which boast
fantastic views – the client is introduced to
the architect, who, after several consultations,
presents an individual design. One would
think that with an exceptional location
such as Cabrera with its breathtaking views
and individually designed villas, this would
come at a very high price, especially when
compared to many of the expensive properties
for sale along the coast. Not so! Prices are
around €450,000 for a three bedroom, two
bathroom villa with its own pool. Currently,
Vaitier are also constructing 14 townhouses,
due to be completed by the latter part of the

year. Once again, the design will reflect the
Moorish heritage of Cabrera, and 60% have
already been sold. Over the years the profile
of clients has changed. Although the majority
of those who purchase property in Cabrera
are still from the UK, they are no longer those
reaching retirement age. The advent of modern
technology and the number of cheap flights
to the UK have meant that there has been an
increase in younger residents who are able to
work via the Internet and then fly back to their
businesses once or twice a month.
José Jerez is sanguine about the negative press
that the property market has received in recent
months. ”Things have certainly gone wrong,” he
says “but things have also certainly gone right,
and I think it’s a question of not picking on the
negative side, but equally not to pretend that
everything is rosy. I think that the bad press
has become fashionable, and no doubt it’ll
disappear, but it was necessary to have a clean
up. Don’t take the stories too seriously though,
because they’re designed to sell newspapers!”
Vaitier has a long term plan for the
development, “The objective is to make
something really special,” José Jerez says
“It won’t happen overnight but it will make
Cabrera quite unique”.
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Text Giles Brown Photography Michelle Chaplow, Kevin Horn

olf, in case you hadn’t noticed, is the new rock ‘n’ roll. Forget
golf bores around the clubhouse bar, golf is fun, fashionable
and (whisper it) sexy. Top women players Michelle Wie and
Nikki Garrett among others have seen to that. Meanwhile labels
synonymous with golf such as Pringle are suddenly fashionable again,
while household names such as Tommy Hillfiger and Hugo Boss are
busy putting out golf clothing. And then there’s the Tiger effect. Far
from being a game played by comedians your parents would like
– think Tarby, Brucie and that giant of the pro celebrity scene Ronnie
Corbett – golf is now cool. Even the Beastie Boys play, for God’s sake.
And if you want to appear both fashionable and sexy, there is no better
place to play than on one of the hundreds of golf courses along the
coast. From sea salt spray flecked links courses, to Arizona desert style
challenges, to beginner-friendly family courses, to some of the most
famous and feared monsters in Europe, southern Spain has it all.
Of course it helps that the Spanish themselves are more than a little
handy when it comes to golf. Boy wonder Sergio García, José María
Olazábal, Miguel Ángel Jiménez and of course Seve are worshipped
on the fairways, sometimes a little too vociferously, as anyone who has
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followed the crowd behind Sergio at the Volvo Masters will testify.
When the Costa del Sol experienced a renaissance as a winter golf
resort in the late 1980s, the phrase Costa del Golf was coined. Between
1985 and 1991, no fewer than 17 new golf courses appeared, bringing
the total along a 50-mile stretch of coast up to 30.
This concentration of quality golf courses, combined with the sunny
and warm winter climate, has made the Costa del Golf an unrivalled
winter golf destination for northern Europeans. A recent study
estimated that a staggering 80% of golfing tourists had visited the
Costa del Sol to play.
Popular with European golfers for many years, the area has became
better known farther afield due to the dramatic 1997 Ryder Cup held
at Valderrama, which cemented Seve as a golfing god amongst the
Spanish. Valderrama remains the best-known and most respected
course in Andalucía, and is the setting for the Volvo Masters which
marks the end of the season for the European tour in dramatic fashion.
A little inland from Puerto Banús and Nueva Andalucía is the area
known as the Golf Valley, with world class courses such as Aloha, Las
Brisas and Los Naranjos designed by the likes of Robert Trent Jones. It’s
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If you want to appear both fashionable and sexy, there is no better place to
play than on one of the hundreds of golf courses along Andalucía’s coast.

also where you’re most likely to bump into Tarby et al, so be warned.
Other courses worth mentioning include Monte Mayor, which is one of
the most spectacular courses in Europe, surrounded by ravines. Forget
walking the course – club rules demand the use of a buggy!
Honourable mentions must also go to more approachable courses
such as Atalaya, Estepona, which operates a pay and play system,
La Cañada, which was the first municipal course and Alcaidesa, the first
links course in Spain. For a completely different golfing experience,
head east to Desert Springs in Almería, Europe’s only desert course, but
watch out for the cacti…
Despite the scare stories in the British media, there is little indication
that the golf juggernaut will slow down with the latest additions the
courses at Finca Cortesin and Valle Romano. Golf in Andalucía is set to
get even bigger and more popular and who knows who you’ll meet on
the tee!

Main picture: Valderrama, Andalucía’s most famous and
respected course Far left: Valle del Este in Almería
2nd left: Golf Valley practice, Nueva Andalucía
Below left: Desert Springs in Almería Below right: Beautiful views
across the Med at La Duquesa
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At one with
nature (and golf)
Winner of the Rheingolf Award for the ‘Best
Undiscovered Golf Resort 2006’ the Valle del Este Golf
Resort makes a great escape

o back a decade and
imagine a desert
scrubland with a small
white cortijo sitting in its midst
surrounded by a few goatherds
and the odd almond tree. Picture
the local colours of yellow soil,
crimson rocks, black granite and
burnt orange sandstone sitting in
the gentle contours of the land.
Olive and carob trees dot the
countryside as rabbits rush around,
perhaps fleeing the odd pot shot
from a local hunter.
Press the fast forward button and
bring yourself to 2007: similar
colours, still much the same
landscape with the same ancient
olives and carobs. Probably not the
same rabbits, but definitely their
descendents and plenty of them.
But look closely and in between
the shrubs and trees, are tees and
fairways. The cortijo is no longer
here – the typically Andalucian
farmhouse has been replaced
by local Indalo architecture in
the form of a four-star hotel and
discreetly-placed residential areas,
all part of Valle del Este Golf Resort,
situated near Vera.
“Our objective was to create
something totally unique, but
at the same time preserve
the original landscape and
surroundings,” explains Pedro
Lope, president of Valle del Este
golf course and president of
DECA, one of Valle del Este’s three
developers. Unlike most other golf
developments where residential
units are first to go on the drawing
board, at Valle del Este the number
one priority was the golf course.
Under the guidance of José
Canales, the course designer, the
18-hole course came into being.
Local and regional authorities
specified that the course had
to blend into the landscape to
avoid a blot on Vera’s unique
surroundings and there were strict
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regulations to follow: minimum
soil movement – the holes were
required to fit into the local
contours – and a restrictive choice
of trees and shrubs – only plants
native to the area could be used.
In keeping with today’s more
environment-friendly golf courses,
the course incorporates as little
lawn as possible and uses a
drought-friendly grass. Valle del
Este chose a type of the Bermuda
species, a particularly hardy
grass that helps to reduce water
consumption on the course. Lope
calculates that Valle del Este’s
unique design uses considerably
less than the average amount
of water needed to water a
conventional course in Andalucía.
Along its 5.5km, the course blends
perfectly into the landscape: tees
are located on raised platforms
(naturally formed by the rolling
contours) and surrounded by local
volcanic rock. Fairways are grassed,
but surrounded on all sides by
native vegetation – pampas-grass,
broom, thyme and goose. Perhaps
the best indication of the way
the course blends into nature is
the 9km Nature Trail, a walkway
running around the perimetre of
the course.
For the golfer, the course, which
was awarded the Rheingolf Award
for ‘Best Undiscovered Golf Resort
2006’, offers a combination of
more challenging holes with
several easier ones. Beginners can
take classes in the Golf School
and practise on the driving range
and all golfers can make the most
of the Club House and Pro Shop.
One of the main advantages of
this unique course is considerably
lower green fees – €70 for 18holes – than the neighbouring
Costa del Sol, but with the same
quality of services.
Valle Del Este Hotel sits at the
north end of the golf course

Pedro Lope Sola, President Valle del Este

– all rooms overlook the fairways
– and its design, in various shades
of ochre too, blends in with
the surroundings. The style is
reminiscent of Spanish colonial
architecture with influences
from local ‘Indalo’ features – cube
shapes and flat roofs. Inside, the
overall sensation is of space and
light, accentuated by the high
ceilings and minimalist décor.
The four-star hotel offers a total
of 142 rooms including six suites,
11 conference rooms of varying
capacity and a purpose-built
gym and spa offering a range of
treatments. The hotel’s restaurant
provides buffet-style meals with
lighter meals available from the
pool grill house. Parents in need of
a break can take advantage of the
Children’s Club. And to make the
most of Vera’s nationally famous
sandy beaches, there’s a Beach
Club situated on the nearby ‘El
Playazo’ beach (free transport is
provided for guests during July
and August) and offering two
restaurants.
The Commercial Centre adjacent
to the hotel offers guests a range
of services such as a supermarket,
banks, shops, estate agents, bars
and restaurants. “Our aim is to

provide the opportunity to get
away from it all whilst receiving
quality services in the best
surroundings,” says Lope. “The
secret to a successful product is
quality from start to finish.”
For those who find that a hotel
stay isn’t long enough and are
looking for a long-term option,
Valle del Este also offers residential
areas, situated around the golf
course and hotel. In keeping
with the resort’s philosophy of
blending in, accommodation is
low density. “Most developers pile
the houses in, but we decided to
build only 15 homes per hectare
and keep apartment blocks to a
maximum of three floors (ground
plus two storeys) and villas to two,”
explains Lope. Although buildings
are low, they still offer views
– construction has made the most
of the rolling contours and most
homes enjoy uninterrupted vistas
of the golf course and surrounding
countryside with the sea in the
distance.
In order to reduce the visual
impact, the use of colour on
façades is strictly controlled with
a predominance of the area’s
natural colours such as yellows,
oranges and dark reds. White, the
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traditional colour for Andalucian
houses, is used as little as possible
because it stands out too much.
In line with the resort’s careful use
of water, gardens and green areas
are mostly paved or gravelled and
use only local plants. The area is
famous for its clear night skies so
street lighting is discreet to ensure
optimum star gazing.
Buyers have a choice of
apartments (two bedrooms start
at €180,000), townhouses, villas
and plots, although the resort is
almost complete – Lope calculates
that within two to three years
all construction will be finished.
British and Irish buyers represent
a substantial percentage of clients
and account for many of Valle
del Este´s around 100 permanent
residents. “Most owners tend to
come over a few times a year
to start with, but I’ve noticed
more and more are retiring early
and making Valle del Este their
permanent home. Here they find
tranquility in natural surroundings,
but with on-site services, plenty
to do and within easy reach of the
beaches,” says Lope, who himself
moved to the area two years ago.
“My only regret is that I didn’t
move earlier!”
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Golf greener
‘Sustainable’ is the word on everyone’s
lips. Suddenly, our surroundings matter
and we’re all keen to do our bit to save
the environment. Perhaps we’ve arrived a
little late, but, as the Spanish and English
proverbs say, better late than never.
n the Costa del Sol
where development
has been rampant over
the last decade and resorts now
seem to merge into one stretch
of residential housing, politicians
are jumping on the green
bandwagon and scrutinizing new
projects. On the Costa de Almería
where development is currently
low-key, politicians are anxious
to learn from the Costa del Sol’s
mistakes and preserve this part of
Andalucía’s unique countryside.
Being sustainable means making
the best use of natural resources
(including, obviously, water) and
maintaining the habitat in pretty
much its same natural state. And
not just for now, but forever.
Golf courses on the Costa del Sol
have traditionally done neither
and are at the forefront of the
bad press artillery. Golf resort
projects in nearby Ronda have
been vociferously opposed by
locals and environmentalists
– the demonstrations have been
widely covered by the media
– and Joe Public is generally not
very sympathetic towards the
construction of yet more golf
courses.
Perhaps not surprisingly – the
charges against them are serious:
not only do they guzzle up water
in an area where rainfall is scarce
and drought a constant threat, but
course construction moves tonnes
of earth, destroying the native
habitat. Hardly sustainable.
But, players, especially those from
Northern Europe, insist on teeing
off from ecologically-friendly
courses so developers and golf
architects have no alternative
but to make ecology and golf
natural allies. And this isn’t mission
impossible. Firstly, experts have
turned to the example of the
Arizona desert – you couldn’t find
a drier spot, but here there are
over 40 golf courses and no water
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shortages. A delegation from
Almería recently visited the area to
uncover its secret and found that
using a supply of recycled water is
a substantial part of it.
Recycled water has several big
advantages. If you irrigate a course
with only recycled water, no one
can complain that the course is
downing their drinking water.
It’s also rich in natural fertilizers
– nitrogen and phosphate mainly
– meaning you cut down on the
use of artificial nutrients. Add
to this the fact that the supply
of recycled water is unlimited
– courses on the Costa del Sol use
a mere six per cent of the entire
supply a year – and sustainable is
starting to sound possible.
Once you have the water, next is
the design. Environmental studies
are carried out to ensure the
impact of the course is as limited
as possible on its surroundings
– plenty of natural areas should
be included around the holes
and native flora planted. And golf
architects are increasingly aware of
the need to design a course that
adapts its fairways and greens to
the countryside’s natural contours,
rather than digging them out.
Lastly, courses need to make
the most of recent advances in
technology.
Courses (current and new) are
installing intelligent irrigation
systems run by state-of- the-art
computer systems, which ensure
that the grass (drought-friendly
species, naturally) is only watered
as and when it needs it. A
sustainable golf course now seems
less of a contradiction.
To go from ecological enemy to
sustainable friend takes time but
experts predict that within the
next three years most of the 60
plus courses along the costas will
proudly display the environmental
standard, ISO 14000. So, who says
golf can’t be green?

Not just another development, more a way of life,
Valle Romano has set new standards for development on the coast
Text Joanna Styles Photography Kevin Horn

Much more than just
golf and greenery
ierra Bermeja, Estepona’s
distinctive crimson
peaks and one of the
area’s many natural parks, sits
majestically behind you. The
Mediterranean, bordered by
the Rock of Gibraltar and the Rif
mountains of Morocco, sparkles
below you like a lake and just a
few minutes drive away is the
busy Costa del Sol stretching as
far as the eye can see along the
coastline. Yet here it’s so peaceful.
No wonder they chose this spot.
“I quite simply fell in love with
this place,” says Luis Fernando
Linares, managing director of
Valle Romano Golf & Resort, as
he describes the beginnings of
the huge project behind the Valle
Romano development, situated
on the mountain side to the west
of Estepona. Just as the setting is
extraordinary, everything about
the project is unique, including
the philosophy. “For too long,
developers on the Costa del Sol
have just been selling houses.
We’re not, we’re selling a way of
life. Valle Romano will be a place
where the resident can really
enjoy life,” explains Linares who is
a man inspired. His enthusiasm for
Valle Romano is certainly catching
– local and regional authorities are
fully behind the development and
there’s huge interest in the project
from buyers. And this at a time
when the property industry on the
Costa del Sol is going through its
slowest patch since 1997.
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So, what exactly is the Valle
Romano way of life? To get a real
idea you need to see the plans
and the first thing that strikes
you are the green areas. The site
is currently barren and eroded
scrubland with abandoned
quarries to the north. Hardly
green, but Valle Romano intends
to transform this into a residential
area with a golf course and 30,000
square metres of parkland, planted
with trees and shrubs native to
this western end of the Costa
del Sol. “When finished, it’ll be a
natural continuation of the Sierra
Bermeja natural park and a huge
improvement on the environment
in the area,” says Linares.
Residential areas are low density
and the project makes the most
of the area’s natural contours in
the layout of the golf course and
also in the placement of homes to
allow maximum enjoyment of the
panoramic views.
The golf course takes centre stage
at Valle Romano and behind this
too is a different philosophy. “A
golf course is usually the excuse to
build as many homes as possible,”
says Linares, “but at Valle Romano
we wanted to do it differently.”
Cabell B. Robinson, one of the
world’s most prestigious golf
course designers, is the signature
behind the course, which offers
wide fairways (60-65m) and
generous greens along its nearly
6.5km, although the course
itself spreads over more than 60

hectares of land. The first phase of
the course has 18 holes (72 par),
but future expansion means it will
eventually become one of the
few 27-hole courses in the area.
In keeping with new technology,
the Valle Romano course fulfills
environmental criteria – recycled
water is used for all irrigation
and the course is planted with
drought-friendly grass.
At the north end of the golf course
is the Club House, whose spacious
and luminous interiors give the
visitor an idea of the concept
behind Valle Romano. A way of life
that includes relaxing here after
a round of golf or a walk sounds
promising.
The Valle Romano way of life
isn’t just golf and greenery.
There’s more – alternative leisure
activities include a sports centre
with an impressive list of facilities
for tennis, paddle, football and
swimming as well as a gym. The
development will also include
footpaths for walkers, mountain
bike tracks and bridleways
for horseriders. And for total
relaxation, there’s always the Beach
Club, located on Estepona’s blueflag beach.
But perhaps the most innovative
leisure aspect is the cultural centre,
Conjunto Cultural La Cantera,
designed by David Chipperfield
and to be situated at the north
end of the development in
the area previously used as a
quarry. Making the most of

the natural light and the views
along its horizontal and terraced
structure, the centre will house an
international library, an openair auditorium, a theatre and a
museum as well as a commercial
centre and restaurant. Conjunto
Cultural La Cantera aims to
become an internationally
recognised centre for the arts –
think opera, concerts, conferences
and exhibitions – as well as
providing a central meeting point
for residents and locals.
As you would expect, an essential
part of the Valle Romano way
of life is your home and the
development includes several
property options. The first phase
of the development offers
apartments and penthouses in the
three phases of the Villa Borghese
complexes. Also currently under
construction is ‘The Village’, a
development endorsed and linked
to many leading UK football clubs
where future owners will rub
shoulders with the elite from the
international football scene.
The jewels in the Valle Romano
crown are the David Chipperfield
homes, offering “a new style of
architecture for the Costa del Sol.”
These 700 homes are, according
to Linares, “beautiful but functional
and highly original,” with the
interiors emphasising space and
movement. A way of life you could
certainly get used to.
Valle Romano offers buyers full
guarantees. On the financial front,
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the project is totally financed by
one of the owner companies,
providing a guarantee of
solvency and buyers receive bank
guarantees covering all downpayments. As far as legality and
quality go, the complex fulfills all
legal conditions, has valid building
licences and experts carry out
frequent quality controls on the
construction process.
Transparency is a key part of the
buying process with Valle Romano
– as Linares points out, “at the end
of the day, we’re working for our
customers,” – and the company
is a member of Promotur, the
residential tourism developers’
association in Andalucía, whose
ombudsman provides additional
protection for clients of any
Promotur members. “At Valle
Romano we realise that the client
is making an investment that
affects his or her life and wealth
and we want this investment to be
a safe one.”
But for Linares, the best guarantee
is the team spirit behind the
project and the huge satisfaction
every member of the team feels
at every step of the development.
“We intend to live here ourselves,”
says Linares, “and when you’re
going to live somewhere you need
to build something really special.”
Looking at the sheer size of the
project and the investment behind
it (nearly €900 million), you have
to agree with Linares when he
calls Valle Romano “a breath of
fresh air in the stagnant real estate
industry.” In addition to this you’re
also inclined to believe him when
he claims this is the investment of
a lifetime – “this is somewhere to
live life and enjoy it as it’s meant to
be enjoyed.” You can’t ask for more
than that.

Top: Valle Romano nestles between Estepona port on the right
and La Duquesa on the left Above: The luxurious clubhouse
at Valle Romano Left: Luis Fernando Linares Torres, Managing
Director Valle Romano Golf & Resort Below: Golf legend Seve
Ballesteros has already bought

Looking at the sheer size of the
project and the investment behind it,
you have to agree with Linares when he
calls Valle Romano “a breath of fresh air
in the stagnant real estate industry.”
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Leaders in Europe with 3000 hours of sun per year, average temperature of 20oC
Sea views and only 7Km from the beach.
Mediterranean Weather

awaken your senses at...
Valle del Este Golf Resort

– Hotel Valle Del Este ****
142 Rooms
– Valle Del Este Golf Club
18 Hole Golf Course
Golf School
Driving Range

– Valle Del Este Spa
Fitness
Hydrotherapy
Health
Beauty

– Valle Del Este Beach Club
– Valle Del Este Padel Club
– 11 Meeting Rooms
– Commercial Centre
– Chapel
– SIVE (Integral Services)

Urbanización Valle del Este, Autovia E-15 Salida 529, 04620 Vera, Almería
Tel: +34 950 548 600 Fax: +34 950 461 006 www.valledeleste.es

Terrace & Swimming Pool 370 m2

Hotel **** 142 rooms

Spa Terrace

18th Hole

Double Room

Beach Club

Spa Water Area

Bedroom Terrace

18 Hole Golf Course
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Desert oasis
Europe’s one and only desert resort
and golf course – Desert Springs
Above: Hole 4, Desert Springs Right: Peter Goodhall,
Director The Almanzora Bay Group

lmería is the driest
region of Europe with
the most sunshine, so it’s
little wonder that some parts of it
look more like the deserts of the
American West than Spain. You
half expect a stagecoach to come
tearing through the cacti, hotly
pursued by a group of Apache.
Little wonder then that Sergio
Leone chose to shoot spaghetti
western classics such as A Fistful of
Dollars in and around the region.
You’d need considerably more
than a fistfull of today’s shrinking
dollars to purchase a property
at Desert Springs Resort and
Golf Club, but the development
offers an outstanding first home
location for those who want a
better, healthier lifestyle and are
able to live and work remotely
from northern Europe. It also
makes a superb place for a
second or a holiday home and
has great investment potential.
The Almanzora Bay Group’s
Managing Director, Peter
Goodhall, explains the philosophy
behind Desert Springs, “It’s a
high quality lifestyle and tourism
development” he says. “The idea
for Desert Springs in Europe
came from the hugely successful,
super quality, leisure and golf
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resorts such as Scottsdale and
Palm Springs in the deserts of
Arizona and California.”
Constructing the course itself was
no small undertaking. Before it
opened to widescale acclaim in
2001 some 20,000 tonnes of rock
and half a million cacti had been
brought in. The development
is not small scale either with
the outline planning consents
allowing for the equivalent of
some 2,000 properties– ranging
from two bedroom apartments
to five bedroom villas – two
golf courses, other sports and
leisure facilities, two hotels, two
commercial centres and several
restaurants.
There is a wide range of
properties to choose from at the
luxurious, but family oriented
resort and golf club, including
apartments, town houses,
cottages, villas and country
houses and with prices from
€250,000 – €1.5 million.
“It might at first glance appear
expensive for the area, but these
prices all include resort benefits
and golf membership.” Goodhall
confirms. “Moreover, this area is
extremely good value compared
with other parts of the coast of
Spain.”

Fitting in with the concept of a
healthy outdoor lifestyle, Daley
Thompson mentors the fitness
facilities that include jogging
tracks as well as a fully equipped
gym, beach volleyball, tennis and
paddle tennis courts.
Daley Thompson isn’t the
only sporting legend to be
involved with Desert Springs
– Ian Botham has a property
and the development features
cricket facilities including nets
and bowling machines and
there is also a full, international
sized football pitch, which
was inaugurated by Sir Bobby
Charlton and Sir Geoff Hurst.
To help you look like The Good,
rather than The Bad or The Ugly,
there is The Day Spa@Desert
Springs, offering high end Elemis
based treatments.
The Almanzora Bay Group is
also building some 300 units
on the beach front at nearby
Playa Marques and has already
completed some 275 units in
Villaricos, an existing working
fishing village ten minutes from
Desert Springs. The group is
refurbishing and improving
much of the previously run
down urban infrastructure, so
rather than merely imposing new

arrivals on the original villagers,
the existing residents have been
able to assimilate the newcomers
and have developed a hitherto
undiscovered entrepreneurial
flair. “The locals have realised
the potential and they’re all
beginning to get their own
businesses set up – newsagents,
bars, restaurants, car rental and
taxi hire that weren’t there before
and it’s great to see!” smiles
Goodhall.
Goodhall also has his own views
on the recent scandals that have
made headlines in the British
media: “It is very frustrating
because we are painstaking in
setting up our developments
legally and correctly. We have
had to wait years to complete
the necessary bureaucratic
procedures, so that we come
through due diligence without
any problems. It is enormously
frustrating to read of British
and other nationals taken in by
the urban scams and buying
properties without licences. Why
is it that they do not observe the
same precautions as they would
at home? When the press come
over we invite them to come and
visit us and see someone who’s
doing things right!”

